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Abstract
This paper presents a Godunov-type numerical formulation that is local, conservative and scalable in both accuracy and
resolution. The keystone of the framework is to recast a local multi-resolution discontinuous Galerkin formulation and, combine
it with multiwavelets (MWDG) to adaptively determine local resolution level by manipulating multiwavelet coefficients driven by
one threshold value set by the user. Recent advances in discontinuous Galerkin modelling of the shallow water equations with
topography source term are directly transferred to the MWDG framework. The adaptive MWDG model is tested for simulation of
transient and steady shallow flow test cases demonstrating ability to model compound flows with appropriate level resolutions, and
with comparable predictive quality as uniform mesh counterpart corresponding to highest resolution available.
c⃝ 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Introduction
Shallow water modelling is central to the field of Computational Hydraulics, in which Godunov-type numerical
methods have become far-reaching [1]. The class of Godunov-type numerical methods excels in a distinctive con-
ceptual formulation that comprehensively incorporates solution discontinuities and forms the basis of the latest flood
modelling tools for simulating the widest range of flow transitions [2–4].
The philosophy underlying a Godunov-type numerical formulation lies essentially on Finite Volume (FV)
piecewise-constant information that is evolved, in time, by means of (spatial) inter-cell spatial fluxes combining non-
linear wave propagations [5]. In this sense, the formulation is local and first-order accurate; or may be said to allow
the evolution of single-scale of local accuracy. Shallow water models based on a local first-order FV formulation are
widespread [6,7]. Nowadays, they are being improved for practical modelling applications supported by their simplic-
ity, conceptual soundness and locality [8–11]. Second- and higher-order FV methods have also been designed with a
more academic focus [10–16].
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However, such designs have often rested on extrinsic non-local reconstruction of polynomial estimates from the
local piecewise-constant evolution data yielding wider calculation stencils, which complicates coping with many other
issues including parallelization, boundary conditions, mesh adaptation and wetting and drying [17,18]. Consequently,
local first-order FV shallow water models seem to be more useable to support realistic applications despite requiring
fine mesh resolution to alleviate their inevitable diffusivity [19,20].
In recent years, the Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method has emerged as a more thorough alternative for locally
solving conservation laws of the shallow water equations with higher accuracy [21–27]. The DG method further in-
volves finite element weak formulation to – inherently from conservation principles – shape a piecewise-polynomial
solution over each local discrete cell, via local basis functions. On this basis, the DG polynomial accuracy is spanned
by a set of coefficients, describing accuracy information, which are all locally evolved in time from conservation
principles at the discrete level, with an arbitrary order of accuracy. A DG-based shallow water model appeals in pro-
viding higher quality solutions on very coarse meshes than a traditional finite volume counterpart, but is comparatively
expensive to run and imposes a more restrictive stability condition for the CFL number [28,29].
To reduce the costs of the DG method, given its locality convenience, it is often adapted on meshes encompassing
various scales of spatial resolution, where the mesh is refined around highly dynamic flows and coarsened else-
where [22,30]. Nonetheless, a conventional “decoupled mesh vs. solution adaptation” strategy is not without compro-
mises as such [22,31,32]. For example; firstly, studies including the one by Nemec & Aftosmis [33] clearly evidence
that the coarse solution must be fine enough to allow the adaptive solution to sense triggering events. Secondly, typical
adaptation strategies relies on extrinsic criteria (e.g. gradient sensors) with mixed (coarsening and refinement) param-
eters, which are sensitive to each other and user-selected, thus leading to either excessive or inappropriate resolution;
moreover, practically speaking, further mesh manipulation efforts are needed to refine the mesh around a wet/dry
front [30]. Lastly, the DG formulation, although it allows local scaling of accuracy information, only operates on a
single-scale of mesh resolution; thus it cannot, by design, allow transfer of information across compound resolution
scales in conventional mesh adaptation strategies and direct (quantitative) control over the adaptive solution error
quality [31].
This paper explores the design and application of a new and even more sophisticated Godunov-type shallow water
numerical model formulation, which: (a) conceptually embeds locality, accuracy and resolution and, (b) allows self-
adaptability of local resolution scales driven by one user-parameter-input. The new underlying formulation merges
MultiWavelets (MW) with the DG method, referred hereafter to MWDG. MW extend conventional wavelets to
enable compression of information to a set of functions on a local interval [34]; they offer a sound mechanism for
transforming single-scale local basis functions into multi-scale bases and are entirely consistent with the discontinuous
solution structure of the DG method. By this means, the local DG polynomial solution can be described as a
coarse scale information encapsulating high-order fluctuations, or multiwavelet coefficients, which allow reaching
higher-resolution information when non-zeroed within the local solution description. In addition, the magnitude of
multiwavelets allows resolution adaptivity to be achieved by cancelling/adding detail-coefficients that fall below a
certain threshold. Some preliminary forms of an MWDG merge have been reported before [35,36] with no clear
focus on (i) how adaptivity is achieved in this novel context and (ii) what would be the potential merit pertaining
to shallow flow modelling. More recently, an MWDG form for general homogeneous hyperbolic conservation laws
addressing carefully issue (i) has been derived in [37,38]. This paper proposes an alternative MWDG formulation for
the case of the 1D non-homogeneous shallow water equations with topography source terms, and with more specific
technical focus on issues of relevance to conservative modelling of shallow water flows with discontinuities and/or
over steep terrain. New qualitative and quantitative results addressing issue (ii) are presented and discussed offering
novel insights into the potential merit of the MWDG to the field of Computational Hydraulics.
2. Shallow water equations (SWE)
The one-dimensional (1D) SWE can be expressed in the following conservative vector form:
∂tU+ ∂xF(U) = G(U) (1)
With U = [h hu]T, F(U) = hu u2h + gh2/2T and G(U) = [0 − gh∂x z]T are vectors of the unknowns (or
conserved quantities), the flux and the topography source term, where (x, t) are the space–time coordinates, h(x, t) is
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the water depth (in m), hu (in m2/s) is the unit width discharge, u(x, t) being the depth-averaged velocity (in m/s), g
(in m/s2) the acceleration due to gravity and z(x) is the topography function.
3. Single-resolution 1D discontinuous Galerkin (DG) formulation
A 1D domain [xmin, xmax] is subdivided into N uniform and non-overlapping cells {Ii }i=1,...,N with Ii =
[xi−1/2, xi+1/2], of size ∆x = xi+1/2 − xi−1/2 and centre xi = (xi+1/2 + xi−1/2)/2. A local approximation, Uh,
is sought in the space of polynomials of degree at most p (i.e. denoted by Vp) defined on each cell Ii by a local basis
of polynomial functions Φi = {ϕi,0, ϕi,1, . . . , ϕi,p}, which is selected to be orthonormal (to decouple the system into
a set of detached ODEs). Thus, on Ii , the local solution can be expanded as:
Uh(x, t)|Ii =
p
l=0
Si,l(t)ϕi,l(x) (x ∈ Ii ) (2)
where {Si,l(t)}l=0,...,p are (p+ 1) coefficients defining a (p+ 1)-order polynomial solution over cell Ii . These coeffi-
cients are initialized by projecting a given initial condition U0(x) = U(x, 0) onto the basisΦi , i.e. Si,l(0) = ⟨ϕi,l ,U0⟩
[39].
To evolve in time each of these coefficients, the finite element weak formulation is applied. Namely, multiplying
(1) by the local basis functions, integrating over the domain, and removing the flux derivative term via integration by
parts, the system becomes:
Ii
∂tU(x, t)ϕi,l(x)dx −

Ii
F (U(x, t)) ∂xϕi,l(x)dx
+

F

U(x−i+1/2, t)

ϕi,l(x
−
i+1/2)− F

U(x+i−1/2, t)

ϕi,l(x
+
i−1/2)

=

Ii
G (U(x, t)) ϕi,l(x)dx (3)
Incorporating further the local polynomial expansion (2) into Eq. (3), and a numerical flux function F˜ for solving the
Riemann problem defined by inter-cell solution discontinues, the local semi-discrete DG formulation becomes:
d
dt
Si,l(t) = −

F˜

Uh(x−i+1/2, t),Uh(x
+
i+1/2, t)

ϕi,l(x
−
i+1/2)− F˜

Uh(x−i−1/2, t),Uh(x
+
i−1/2, t)

ϕi,l(x
+
i−1/2)
−

Ii
F (Uh(x, t)) ∂xϕi,l(x)dx −

Ii
G (Uh(x, t)) ϕi,l(x)dx

(4)
Here, we particularly select the desired Φi by exploiting the Legendre basis of polynomials, denoted by Pp =
{Pl}l=0,1,...,p, which is here orthonormal on L2([−1, 1]) (i.e. to obtain an identity mass matrix) as follows:
ϕi,l(x) =

2
∆x
ϕl

x − xi
∆x/2

(x ∈ Ii ) , with ϕl(ξ) =

2l + 1
2
Pl(ξ) (ξ ∈ [−1, 1]) (5)
For this particular configuration, the local semi-discrete DG formulation for updating each lth coefficient (l = 0, 1,
. . . , p) of polynomial accuracy over a cell Ii reads:
d
dt
Si,l(t) = −

2
∆x

2l + 1
2

F˜i+1/2 − (−1)l F˜i−1/2

−
 +1
−1
F

Uh

xi + ∆x2 ξ, t

d Pl
dξ
(ξ)dξ −
 +1
−1
G

Uh

xi + ∆x2 ξ, t

Pl(ξ)dξ

(6)
In (6), F˜i+1/2 = F˜

Uh(x−i+1/2, t),Uh(x
+
i+1/2, t)

denotes the Riemann flux evaluation at interface x i+1/2 separating
cells Ii and Ii+1. The local integral term is computed by the Gauss–Legendre rule with (p + 1) quadrature points.
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Fig. 1. Local (scaled) Legendre bases of functions (p = 2) at resolution level 1 decomposed as sum of scaling functions of the (mother) basis at
resolution level 0 and the multiwavelet bases of details.
Finally, time integration is achieved by locally applying a (p + 1)-stages explicit Runge–Kutta time mechanism to
solve the ODEs in (6)—with a CFL number less than 1/(2p + 1) for stability [39].
4. Multiwavelet decomposition of functions on the reference interval
In order to introduce a multi-resolution analysis on the reference interval [−1, 1], a hierarchy of nested grids,
{I nj } j=0,1,...,2n−1 (n ≥ 0), is first defined by dyadic sub-division of the reference interval, i.e. I nj = [−1 + 2−n+1 j,
−1 + 2−n+1( j + 1)]. V np denotes the space of piecewise polynomial functions of degree at most p defined on an
arbitrary sub-interval I nj at resolution n. The spaces V
n
p (n ≥ 0) have dimension 2n (p + 1) and possess the nested
property V 0p ⊂ V 1p ⊂ · · · ⊂ V np ⊂ · · ·. Within this hierarchy, the local basis functions at resolution n (defined in
space V np ) are the coarse details of the local basis functions at resolution n + 1 (defined in V n+1p ). This means that the
support of the local basis functions in V n+1p is half the size of the support of local basis functions in V np such that double
resolution is possible (see Fig. 1). Given an orthonormal basis Φ = {ϕ0, ϕ1, . . . , ϕp} of (p + 1) functions spanning
the space V 0p on [−1;+1], a sub-space V np supported on I nj is spanned by the basis Φnj = {ϕ(n)j,0, ϕ(n)j,1, . . . , ϕ(n)j,p}
containing 2n (p + 1) functions, which are obtained from the mother basis functionsΦ by translation and dilatation:
Φnj (x) = 2n/2Φ

2n (x + 1)− 2 j − 1 ( j = 0, . . . , 2n − 1 and x ∈ I nj ) (7)
In Eq. (7), j represents the translation, or shifting factor, across sub-intervals {I nj } j=0,1,...,2n−1 and 2n is the dilatation
factor [40].
The multiwavelets sub-space W np (n ≥ 0) comes into play as the orthogonal complement of V np in V n+1p , i.e.
V np ⊕ W np = V n+1p and V np⊥W np (see Fig. 1). From a mother basis of multiwavelets Ψ = {ψ0, ψ1, . . . , ψp}, defined
on [−1, 1], spanning W 0p , local multiwavelet bases spanning W np , i.e. Ψnj = {ψ (n)j,0 , ψ (n)j,1 , . . . , ψ (n)j,p}, can also be
obtained by translation and dilation:
Ψnj (x) = 2n/2Ψ

2n (x + 1)− 2 j − 1 ( j = 0, . . . , 2n − 1 and x ∈ I nj ) (8)
Multiwavelets form a set of functions which, together with a set of scaling functions, can be used to reconstruct or
decompose an arbitrary function f (x) – assumed scalar since the process can be applied for the vector case in a
component-wise manner – across multiple scales of resolution. This is because V np can be split into (n+1) orthogonal
subspaces as:
V np = V 0p ⊕ W 0p ⊕ W 1p ⊕ · · · ⊕ W n−1p (9)
Considering the twofold facet of (9), f (x) can be described either by a single-scale projection onto space V np , i.e.:
Pnp [ f ](x) =
2n−1
j=0
p
l=0
s(n)j,l ϕ
(n)
j,l (x) (10)
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Fig. 2. Up to two levels of resolution over [−1, 1] at which the single-scale coefficients at level 1, for example, can be obtained by the single-scale
coefficients of level 0 and the multiwavelet coefficients.
or by involving multiwavelet detail-coefficients, obtained by (11):
Qnp[ f ](x) = Pn+1p [ f ](x)− Pnp [ f ](x) =
2n−1
j=0
p
l=0
d(n)j,l ψ
(n)
j,l (x) (11)
By recursive use of Eq. (11), the equivalent projection of f (x) onto V 0p ⊕W 0p⊕W 1p⊕· · ·⊕W n−1p can be obtained, i.e.:
Pn+1p [ f ](x) =
p
l=0
s(0)0,l ϕl(x)+
n
m=0
2m−1
j=0
p
l=0
d(m)j,l ψ
(m)
j,l (x) (12)
The representation, in (12), is called multi-scale decomposition in which coefficients {s(0)0,l } can be viewed as coarse
information at resolution (n = 0), i.e. the context signal, on top of which its higher-order fluctuations {d(m)j,l } live, or
details, which allow to escalade to higher resolutions (n > 0) once non-zeroed within Eq. (12); thus allows to access
or recuperate the higher resolution coefficients {s(n)j,l } (see Fig. 2).
4.1. Two-scale transformation for down- and up-scaling local information
From the properties of the scaling and multiwavelet functions, a two-scale transformation can be derived to pro-
mote, or demote, the local solution expansion between two successive resolution levels. To simplify presentation, we
present the two-scale transformation between level 0 and level 1. Two different types of coefficients are needed: low-
pass filter coefficients and high-pass filter coefficients (derived from the local scaling functions). These coefficients
are from the nested relationship between subspaces. Namely, for all the scaling functions ϕk ∈ V 0p , k = 0, 1, . . . , p,
there exist coefficients {h(0)k,l }l=0,1,...,p and {h(1)k,l }l=0,1,...,p such that [40]:
ϕk(x) =
√
2
p
l=0

h(0)k,lϕl(2x)+ h(1)k,lϕl(2x − 1)

(13)
Similarly, for all multiwavelets ψk ∈ W 0p , there exist coefficients {g(0)k,l }l=0,1,...,p and {g(1)k,l }l=0,1,...,p such that:
ψk(x) =
√
2
p
l=0

g(0)k,l ϕl(2x)+ g(1)k,l ϕl(2x − 1)

(14)
The coefficients from (13) are typically assembled in matrices H0 = {h(0)k,l }k, j and H1 = {h(1)k,l }k, j which are the low-
pass filters; whereas coefficients from (14) are contained in matrices G0 = {g(0)k,l }k, j and G1 = {g(1)k,l }k, j , which are the
high-pass filters. These coefficients can be calculated through Gauss–Legendre quadrature to take the following forms:
h(0)k,l =
1√
2
p
G=0
wGϕk

ξG
2

ϕl (ξG) (15a)
h(1)k,l =
1√
2
p
G=0
wGϕk

ξG + 1
2

ϕl (ξG) (15b)
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Fig. 3. Example of a multi-resolution grid hierarchy (I ni, j )i, j over three mother cells and up to level 2 of resolution, at which the multi-scale DG
formulation is derived.
g(0)k,l =
1√
2
p
G=0
wGψk

ξG
2

ψl (ξG) (15c)
g(1)k,l =
1√
2
p
G=0
wGψk

ξG + 1
2

ψl (ξG) (15d)
where wG and ξG are respectively the same Gauss–Legendre weights and nodes used for integral approximations.
To demote information, the low-pass filters is first used to combine two sets of coefficients, relevant to each shift
at resolution level 1, to form a new set of coefficient relative to resolution 0:
{s(0)j,l }l

j=0 = H0

{s(1)j,l }l

j=0 +H1

{s(1)j,l }l

j=1 (16a)
Then, by applying the high-pass filter to the same coefficients at level 1, their details at resolution 0 are produced and
stored (for possible use):
{d(0)j,l }l

j=0 = G0

{s(1)j,l }l

j=0 +G1

{s(1)j,l }l

j=1 (16b)
Since the transform is invertible, it is also used for promoting coefficients, from a single resolution at level 0 into
two shifts in resolution at level 1. Namely, this is done by means of the compound transform formula involving the
inverse of both filters:
{s(1)j,l }l

j=0 = H
−1
0

{s(0)j,l }l

j=0 +G
−1
0

{d(0)j,l }l

j=0 (17a)
{s(1)j,l }l

j=1 = H
−1
1

{s(0)j,l }l

j=0 +G
−1
1

{d(0)j,l }l

j=0 (17b)
By recursive application of Eq. (16), resp. Eq. (17), the expansion coefficients describing a local signal can be
comprehensively lifted from highest to lowest resolution, or vice versa.
5. Multiwavelets with the discontinuous Galerkin method (MWDG)
This section describes how the DG scheme (Section 3) and the MW decomposition (Section 4) are combined. For
this purpose, the multi-resolution analysis is applied to each cell Ii of the baseline discretization producing a fully-
scalable DG formulation. By means of the multiwavelet coefficients, a heterogeneous grid involving a selection of
resolution levels is determined on which the time evolution is actually performed.
5.1. Local multi-scale DG formulation
Now each cell Ii = [xi−1/2, xi+1/2] is orderly subdivided into 2n sub-intervals (I ni, j ) j=0,1,...,2n−1 such that:
I ni, j = [xi−1/2 + ∆x (n) j, xi−1/2 + ∆x (n)( j + 1)] with the local spatial-resolution ∆x (n) = 2−n∆x , and a sub-
cell centre denoted by x (n)i, j = xi−1/2 +∆x (n)( j + 1/2) (see Fig. 3). Note that the sub-index i is introduced to further
refer to the mother cell of interest. Here, a local approximation, Uh, is sought in the space of polynomials of degree at
most p but at an arbitrary level n (i.e. Uh ∈ V np ), which is also spanned by an orthonormal and compactly-supported
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basis of polynomial functions Φni, j = {ϕ(n)i, j,0 , ϕ(n)i, j,1, . . . , ϕ(n)i, j,p} defined on each sub-cell I ni, j . On this basis, the local
solution Uh reads:
Uh(x, t)|I ni, j⊂Ii =
p
l=0
S(n)i, j,l(t) ϕ
(n)
i, j,l (x)

x ∈ I ni, j

(18)
with the initial coefficients S(n)i, j,l(0) = ⟨U0, ϕ(n)i, j,l⟩. Reworking (4), via taking the basis of functions Φni, j so that it is
orthonormal on L2(I ni, j ), i.e. we take {ϕ(n)i, j,l}l from the scaled Legendre basis:
ϕi, j,l(x) =

2
∆x (n)
ϕl

x − x (n)i, j
∆x (n)/2

(19)
The following scale-dependent semi-discrete local DG operators are obtained:
d
dt
S(n)i, j,l = −

2
∆x (n)

2l + 1
2

F˜i,(n)j+1/2 − (−1)l F˜i,(n)j−1/2 −
 −1
−1
F

Uh

x (n)i, j +
∆x (n)
2
ξ

, t

d Pl
dξ
(ξ) dξ
−
 −1
−1
G

Uh

x (n)i, j +
∆x (n)
2
ξ

, t

Pl (ξ) dξ

(20)
In (20), F˜i,(n)j+1/2 is the Riemann flux evaluation across the inner interface between sub-cells I
n
i, j and I
n
i, j+1. The integral
term evaluation and all others operations relevant to the standard DG method are here dealt with in a similar way.
5.2. Adaptive selection of active resolution scales
In the intended MWDG context, the notion of grid adaptivity refers to how to selectively choose those resolution
levels of the compressed grid hierarchy at which Eq. (20) should be applied. This selection process is performed
by acting on the multiwavelet coefficients; therefore a set of the significant details is introduced – among the
multiwavelet coefficients – and will be denoted by: H ∈ {(i, s,m), 0 ≤ i ≤ N , 0 ≤ s ≤ 2m − 1}. From this set,
it is possible to determine those sub-cells across the different resolution that need to be active within the adaptive grid,
i.e. {I mi,s}(i,s,m)∈H such that

(i,s,m)∈H{I mi,s} = [xmin, xmax].
In the proposed adaptive context, the local polynomial approximation of the flow vector, i.e. Uh, over a cell Ii,s
is expressed as in Eq. (12) by a multi-scale decomposition up to a highest resolution n, but with an extra index ‘i’
referring to the mother cell and vector coefficients S(0)i,0,l and D
(m)
i,s,l . Under this shape, detail coefficients at a resolution
m ≤ n, D(m)i,s,l become increasingly smaller with increasing level of spatial resolutions. Thus, solution-driven adaptivity
can be achieved by only measuring the magnitude of multiwavelet (or detail) coefficients according to a prescribed
threshold-value ε. Although there is no unique choice for ε, a strategy for choosing it such that to preserve the same
quality as a reference fine uniform mesh is feasible [37]. This reference mesh is actually formed by a single-scale
expansion, i.e. as in Eq. (11), at resolution level n (i.e. finest resolution accessible); it is only needed to carry out
the multi-resolution analysis and no actual computations need to be performed on it. Following [38], the h-adaptive
MWDG approach used here mainly consists of three key steps: Prediction (for refinement), Multi-scale DG update
on the predicted mesh and Hard thresholding (for coarsening of both predicted mesh and updated solution).
5.2.1. Prediction (refinement)
After each time evolution step, prediction is introduced to identify those regions where high resolution will be
needed to guarantee that no significant (future) features of the solution are lost. Prediction can only be based on the
information available at the present time level. If at least one component of D(m)i,s,l (i.e. relevant to any conservative
variable or accuracy level l = 0, 1, . . . , p) is detected significant, then the vector will be retained. The detection
process is performed by first standardizing all detail coefficients so that their magnitude does not exceed unity, and
then comparing them relating to the threshold-value. These measures for prediction can be achieved via the criteria
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described below:
max
(i,s,m)∈H

D(m)i,s,l 
max

max
(i,s,m)∈H
S(m)i,s,0 ,√∆x (m)
 > εm = 2m−Lε (21)
where L is the maximum number of refinement levels. After (21) identifies those cells with significant details, their
neighbouring cells on the same level are also set significant, i.e. they will be refined. It is found also important to
retain the corresponding details at the higher level (m + 1) since gradients may steepen due the formation of shocks,
which is done by the criterion below:
max
(i,s,m)∈H

D(m)i,s,l 
max

max
(i,s,m)∈H
S(m)i,s,0 ,√∆x (m)
 > 2M¯+1εm (22)
In (22), M¯ represents the number of vanishing multiwavelet moments that is at least p due to orthogonality of the
multiwavelets. This will ensure that polynomial accuracy is retained during the two-scale transformations.
Otherwise, D(m)i,s,l (l = 0, 1, . . . , p) is zeroed. This process is applied recursively and level-wise from coarsest to
finest. Then, local polynomial solutions with nonzero detail coefficients are used, i.e. via application of (17a) and
(17b), to up-scale grid data. At the end of this process, the appropriate multi-scale mesh, at which actual RKDG
calculation needs to be performed, is identified, and is obtained by refining all outer cells containing significant details
proceeding from coarsest to finest level.
5.2.2. Multi-scale RKDG update
The RKDG method, i.e. in Eq. (20), is applied to evolve the local polynomial coefficients on the predicted mesh. In
this work, a RKDG3 formulation that evolves local quadratic-element solutions (i.e. p = 2) is applied in conjunction
with a proper discretization of the topography source term, a conservative localization to the slope-limiter, and a suited
Riemann solver. Each of these treatments has been carefully addressed in previous works, i.e. concerning the RKDG3
solutions to the SWEs on uniform grids, and has been directly transferred to this multi-scale version. These treatments
are summarized below:
• Following the same idea as in [26], bed slope source term integration can properly be achieved by projecting the
topography function onto the space local piecewise-linear polynomials (V n1 ) in a way that global continuity prop-
erty is ensured. Furthermore, the topography projection is also compressed, analogous to how the flow variables
are in Eq. (12), to allow the adaptivity to further consider the topography. That is, that the adaptivity will respond
simultaneously to both the details of flow variables and terrain data.
• Equally, the notion of local and systematic slope limiting introduced in [26] is directly extended here. It relies on a
localization step (to decide at which computational cells the minmod slope-limiter is to be applied) followed by a
systematization step (to amend as minimum polynomial coefficients as needed), both of which generated from the
polynomial solution itself. The strategy behind adopting this approach is to retain as high polynomial accuracy as
possible, and thereby make the most of the conservation properties of the DG method [26].
• To more reliably communicate fluxes arising from the solution of local Riemann problems, the Roe [41] Riemann
solver is identified to be one of the best choices for the RKDG solution to the non-homogeneous SWE [42], and is
here adopted.
5.2.3. Hard thresholding (coarsening)
Following to the RKDG update, the hard thresholding step is found necessary to avoid excessive grid prediction
that could have arisen during RKDG calculations. This step rests on strict zeroing to all those remaining vectors of
detail coefficients that all their components fall below the (level-dependent) threshold-value; it has been achieved by
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(a) Time = 50 s. (b) Time = 100 s.
Fig. 4. Dam break test results for uniform mesh (n = 3) and adaptive mesh (0 ≤ n ≤ 8).
the condition below:
D¯(m)i,s,l =

D(m)i,s,l if maxl

D(m)i,s,l 
max

max
(i,s,m)∈H
S(m)i,s,0 ,√∆x (m)
 > εm
0
(23)
After this step, down-scaling of the polynomial coefficients is carried out using the low-pass i.e. Eq. (16a), for grid
information coarsening; whereas the high-pass filter, i.e. Eq. (16b), is applied to allow possible access (during the
prediction step) to relevant underlying detail coefficients.
It is worth stressing that hard thresholding must be avoided at those cells where the grid has been initially refined
around steep topographic features. This will provide a twofold gain: (1) retain the fine resolution at those zones of
interest and (2) avoid re-establishment of the topography projection at each subsequent prediction step in order to
avoid disturbing the well-balanced property.
6. Model validation
In this section, three 1D test cases are presented to illustrate the ability of the MWDG scheme to adaptively solve
shallow water flow problems with reduced number of cells compared to the reference uniform mesh RKDG3 scheme.
Two of the test cases are transient idealized dam-break cases over frictionless and horizontal beds; the third test
considers steady transcritical flow over a hump with shock over non-flat topography. The results are compared against
exact solutions, and RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) analysis is performed, where appropriate, to identify the extent
to which the adaptive process retains the accuracy of the reference scheme.
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(a) Full polynomial solution. (b) Mean value of the solution.
Fig. 5. Depth RMSE evolution for the dam break wet/wet test case.
The first test case is defined by a 2000 m long domain at which an imaginary dam separating two discontinuous
still water levels, 4 m and 1 m, at 1000 m, is assumed to break, at t = 0 s. The dam-break wave produces (nonlinear)
wave propagation patterns in both directions, namely, a shock wave propagating downstream and a rarefaction wave
propagating upstream. The adaptive MDWG simulation is run using various resolutions, i.e. 0 ≤ n ≤ 8. With such
an MWDG setting, the coarsest resolution mesh (n = 0) contains only 4 cells whereas the highest resolution mesh
comprises (n = 8) 1024 cells. For sake of comparisons, a number of mesh configurations with constant resolution of
n = 3 (32 cells), n = 5 (128 cells) and n = 8 (1024 cells) are considered to run uniform mesh DG solutions. Figs. 4a
and 4b show the results at t = 50 s and t = 100 s, respectively. Although the coarse mesh RKDG3 solution (i.e. at
resolution n = 3) approximates the exact solution fairly well, more resolved predictions are seen for the adaptive
MWDG solution at both times, even when both models entail similar local resolution level (e.g. Fig. 4a along with
the rarefaction wave). Herein, most of the domain features required resolution level n < 4, except at the shock where
the highest resolution level, 8, is attained. This peak of resolution is noted to track the transient movement of the
shock (compare Figs. 4a vs. 4b); the relatively coarse resolution elsewhere – including through the rarefaction wave –
is mainly associated with the choice of the ε-value (next paragraph). At those unperturbed regions, at the upstream
and downstream end of the domain, resolution remained at very coarse levels (n = 0 at t = 50 s and at n = 1 at
t = 100 s), which is expected given the very slow dynamics of the flow therein.
In addition, the lower row in Figs. 4a and 4b illustrates the relative behaviour of the detail coefficients, in terms
of magnitude, i.e. the normalized details vector in Eqs. (21)–(23). At a cell and a certain level, the details vector
contains six components (three for each conservative variable), which are represented in the figures by the dots. Of
these dots, the maximum one is flagged with a bigger dot, which is actually the value used to trigger adaptivity. Note
that the Y -axis scale does not reach zero, for clarity, since the majority of the detail coefficients are very small (non-
significant). These figures are helpful to better understand how adaptivity is solely driven by the significance of the
detail coefficients. For example, from Fig. 4a (lower row) it is clear that for x < 0.4, there are no significant detail
coefficients at resolution level 1 or higher, therefore the mesh may remain at the coarsest resolution associated with
level 0. However, at x = 0.5, the detail coefficients (in particular, their maximum values) are significant at both levels
1 and 2, which means that the mesh must be at least in level 2 of refinement at that position. At x = 1.3, there are
significant details up to resolution level 8, which thus triggers up, locally, to level 8 of refinement.
To analyse the effects of adaptivity on accuracy, Fig. 5 displays the time history of the RMSE for the water depth
predictions extracted from (i) the full polynomial solution information (Fig. 5a), and (ii) the mean values of the
solution (Fig. 5b). Remarkably, the variation of the RMSE relevant to the full solution shows comparatively less
sensitive evolution; whereas a more perturbed behaviour is observed for the RMSE predicted by acting only on the
mean values of the local solution. In this sense, therefore the use of a local higher order RKDG scheme can be a
benefit, namely when the local solution involves coarse resolution levels. In both cases, as expected, the adaptive
RMSE evolution remained higher than the finest uniform mesh resolution available (n = 8) varying on average at the
RMSE magnitude relevant to uniform resolution corresponding to n = 3. It is also expected that at some local areas
the adaptive RMSE can be even higher due to the further coarsening in resolution (n < 3) allowed by the adaptive
mesh setting.
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(a) Full polynomial solution. (b) Mean value of the solution.
Fig. 6. Depth maximum error evolution for the dam break wet/wet test case.
Fig. 7. Mesh convergence analysis of the adaptive MWDG approach exploring three choices for the threshold-value parameter (L =
Number of levels).
To particularly demonstrate the error behaviour of the proposed MWDG adaptive strategy in handling sharp
discontinuities, Fig. 6 shows the maximum local error evolution. Note that this error is bounded by the non-adaptive
scheme and closely tracks the error of the solution with the highest resolution mesh n = 8. This is reasonable, since the
adaptive strategy is deliberately designed to more accurately track shocks and allow lower resolution elsewhere, i.e.
allows larger discretization errors compared to the highest resolution mesh results. Here, the variation of the maximum
error calculated from the mean values of the solution is again seen to be more sensitive than those calculated based on
the full polynomial solution.
Fig. 7 presents a mesh convergence analysis with systematic exploration to the threshold-values. The convergence
study was computed for the RKDG3 method on eight uniform meshes (from n = 1 to n = 8, i.e., meshes containing
8 cells to 1024 cells) based on the L1-error norm between the analytical and numerical depths. The same error metric
was used to compute the MWDG adaptive solutions but with three different threshold-values: ε = 0.1, ε = 0.01
and ε = 0.01. In terms of relevance of the choice of the threshold-value, Fig. 7 brings about three notable points.
First, the rate of convergence of the adaptive solutions is faster than for the uniform solutions. This in turn means
that the adaptive schemes more efficiently achieve the same error magnitude produced on the fine uniform meshes
(they require fewer cells). Second, an optimal choice for ε exists, that results in a similar error to that of the uniform
mesh at the same level, and with the reduced number of cells. Herein, out of the three ε-values tested, 0.01 is found
to be optimal in terms of allowing wider range of resolutions (n ≥ 3) while keeping the error within the desired
range (i.e. ≤uniform mesh error). Last, it is notable that, up to a certain order of magnitude, the choice of the ε-
value becomes unimportant pertaining to preserve uniform mesh accuracy (e.g. here both ε = 0.01 and 0.001 allow
acceptable range of accuracy at resolution levels≥3) and the ideal choice is likely to be selected in favour of efficiency
(i.e. here ε = 0.01). Thus, it can be said that the choice of the threshold-value is not particularly important, as long as it
is in the correct order of magnitude. However, even though for the smaller ε = 0.1, which only allows acceptable error
range for adaptive solutions with resolution levels ≥7, the MWDG predictions still offer an acceptable performance.
This can be seen in the results of Figs. 4–6, which have been exclusively illustrated for the ε = 0.1. Of course,
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(a) Time = 1 s. (b) Time = 10 s.
Fig. 8. Dam break over dry bed results for uniform mesh (n = 3) and adaptive mesh (n ≤ 8).
(a) Full polynomial solution. (b) Mean value of the solution.
Fig. 9. Depth RMSE evolution for the dam break wet/dry test case.
the choice of an ideal ε is further reliant on the order of accuracy of the RKDG scheme, the number of resolution
levels allowed and relatedly the density of the baseline mesh; thus requires future exploration beyond the scope of this
investigation. Furthermore, it must be noted that the number of levels must be chosen following the same criteria as in
non-adaptive schemes, in order to achieve a sufficiently high accuracy for the features of interest in the solution. The
adaptive scheme is then bounded by this choice, since it can only keep the accuracy of the reference, non-adaptive
scheme on the highest level of resolution. These results indicate that the accuracy of the adaptive MWDG solution in
predicting shock wave transients is comparable with the highest resolution available of the reference uniform mesh. In
terms of computational cost, the number of cells involved in the adaptive computation (up to 100 s) varied between 35
and 48 cells with an overall average of 40 cells. This means that, at the very worst, the adaptive MWDG solution uses
around 19 times less cells in the computation than the DG uniform mesh solution counterpart relevant to the highest
resolution, i.e. reduces about 95% of the operational cost of the DG method.
The second test addresses the dam-break case involving a moving wet/dry front over a dry floodplain. The domain
is 600 m long in which the dam separates a still water volume with a depth of 10 m (upstream) and a dry region.
The same mesh settings are used as in the previous test and ε = 0.1. Fig. 8 shows the results at 1 s and 10 s for the
adaptive 0 ≤ n ≤ 8 along with the uniform mesh solutions at resolution n = 3, the local resolution levels and the
exact solution. As Fig. 8 demonstrates, the adaptive MWDG solution is seen to trail very well the exact solution; at
time 1s, the MWDG adaptive calculation reached the maximum level, 8, of refinement, in track with the supercritical
dynamics of the wave front. At time 10 s, the MWDG model has more moderately adapted the resolution levels around
the rarefaction tail and the wet/dry front; namely level 6 of resolution is selected to resolve these features whereas
moderate resolution level, of 4, is noted to occur at the zone in-between them. Again, at the upstream and downstream
ends, the MWDG adaptive model is observed to simulate those relatively unperturbed regions at the coarsest levels, 0
and 1, of resolution.
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(a) Full polynomial solution. (b) Mean value of the solution.
Fig. 10. Depth maximum error evolution for the dam break wet/dry test case.
(a) Water surface elevation. (b) Discharge.
Fig. 11. Transcritical flow with shock at an intermediate time (t = 25 s) before convergence is reached.
Figs. 9 and 10 show the time history of the RMSE and the maximum error for the water depth variable produced
by the adaptive simulation and the uniform mesh simulations. For this test case, the adaptive RMSE is seen to vary
between those uniform mesh RMSE calculations at resolution levels n = 5 and n = 8. Here, the RMSE behaviour is
observed to be rather identical despite of whether the full polynomial solution or the mean values are considered for
the analysis, which is likely be associated with the shock-free nature of the numerical solution and reduced exposure
to slope limiting. Most notably, the adaptive RMSE appears to closely converge to the RMSE predicted by the finest
resolution available (n = 8) and, the maximum error of the adaptive solution matches almost exactly the one produced
by the finest mesh (see Fig. 10). These findings thus signal that for shock-free, yet dynamic, shallow flow simulations,
the adaptive MWDG prediction tends to asymptotically converge to the quality of the highest resolution available
(i.e. comparing with the previous case). For this test, the average number of active cells is 72 and a maximum of
96 active cells recorded during the adaptive simulation and a minimum of 36 cells. This is, approximately 91% of
decrease in cell number relative to the finest resolution uniform mesh simulation (n ≤ 8, equivalent of 1024 cells).
A third test case is considered to show the ability of the adaptive scheme to achieve and converge towards a
steady state flow including a transcritical flow transition, a shock occurrence and non-flat bump-like topography. The
sinusoidal bump, defined over channel domain is 1000 m long, followed:
z (x) = 4.75 sin2

x − 1.25
750
π

(24)
At the coarsest level (n = 0), the mesh contains only five cells, and uniform DG solutions were computed with
n = 3 (40 cells), n = 5 (160 cells) and n = 8 (1280 cells) to allow comparisons with the adaptive MWDG solution,
which encompassed resolution levels with 0 ≤ n ≤ 8 and ε = 0.1. Following [26], an upstream inflow is imposed
by a unit discharge of 50 m2/s whereas an outflow depth of 11 m is specified for the outflow boundary conditions.
These imposed conditions were also used to initialize the simulations. An analytical solution of water depth can be
obtained by solving the specific energy equation coupled locally with hydraulic jump equation. The numerical results,
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(a) Water surface elevation. (b) Discharge.
Fig. 12. Transcritical flow with shock at after convergence (t = 1000 s).
considering both the full DG solutions and their averages, are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 at, respectively, an intermediate
time state (at t = 25 s) and at time t = 1000 s, when the steady state has already been reached. For better clarity, only
the uniform-mesh results for the case of n = 3 illustrated along with the adaptive MWDG solution including both full
polynomial solution variation and the means.
Within both DG and MWDG models, as Fig. 11 discloses, it is seen that the local parabolic solutions are consis-
tently varying towards the expected flow physics. Upstream of the critical flow zone and downstream of the shock,
the local parabolic solutions are noted to vary smoothly and with no discontinuities visible to the naked eye, which
is expected, given the smooth subcritical nature of the flow therein. At the supercritical zone and near the shock,
the local parabolic solutions tend to be more linear and obviously reveal discontinuous behaviour (namely when ap-
proaching shock formation). These results confirm the ability of the adopted slope-limiting strategy to carefully treat
the polynomial solution’s coefficients even for the case of the MWDG adaptive scheme.
Fig. 12 shows the steady state computations achieved by the adaptive MWDG model and the selected uniform
mesh variant jointly with the analytical depth and discharge profiles. Both models are observed to reproduce very well
the analytical solution not only at the level of means but also considering the full solution evolution. However, the
full local discharge solution to the shock remains linear in agreement with the shock presence in the solution of the
depth variable. For the adaptive case, it is worth mentioning that the topography has also been treated by a similar
spatial projection as the numerical MWDG solution in order to further allow mesh refinement to consider its presence
while remaining driven by the same threshold-value (i.e. the vector D of details in Eqs. (21)–(23) further include three
topographic detail coefficients). With this extra measure, the adaptive MWDG solution has clearly triggered a level 3
of refinement at its steepest gradient variations and level 2 in-between. At the boundaries, where the bed is flat and the
flow is smooth, the mesh stabilized to level 1 of resolution. At the shock, the highest resolution 8 is selected showing
a gradual downgrade of resolution to level 3 upstream of it and a direct drop to resolution 2 downstream of the shock.
Gaps in resolution levels are also observed to occur at the boundaries, where the mesh goes from level 1 to 3 without
having an intermediate level 2. It is important to comment that such gaps in downgrading resolution levels are allowed
in the proposed MWDG adaptive strategy (i.e., exclude a regularization step such as with the case of the finite volume
framework) and does not seem to cause problems given: (i) the availability of the full solution information over a local
cell and (ii) self-driven solution adaptability that is entirely left to be decided by locally comparing the magnitude of
the detail coefficients to the threshold-value.
Overall, results from the test cases show that the proposed adaptive MWDG framework excellently reproduces
numerically conservative and accurate predictions to the shallow water equations with source terms. Importantly,
the new model is shown to be able to self-decide appropriate resolution levels the dynamics of the flow, including
the wet/dry front and the presence of non-flat topography, driven by a sole prescribed threshold-value parameter
facilitating moderately both resolution coarsening and refinement.
7. Conclusions
This work has presented an adaptive Godunov-type numerical framework for solving the shallow water equations
with topography source term. The new numerical formulation combines the multiwavelets with the discontinuous
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Galerkin method to form the so-called MWDG merge. The appeal of the MWDG formulation is that it is locally-
scalable for both accuracy and resolution scales. Another important feature of the MWDG framework is that it can
be easily exploited to achieve dynamic grid resolution adaptivity from within the solution description and based on a
single (threshold-value) parameter to sensibly achieve coarsening and refinement of resolution. The MWDG model has
also been supported with features of relevance to conservative shallow flow modelling, i.e. a local and systematic slope
limiting procedure, the Roe Riemann solver and piecewise polynomial well-balanced discretization to the topography
source term, which have been found to be directly transferable from the standard RKDG method. Preliminary results
(for a particular setting of the method with global third-order accuracy) reveal an excellent performance of the MWDG
adaptive solution for two standard dam-break cases, under wet/wet and wet/dry conditions, and a steady transcritical
flow with a shock over topography.
The 2D extension of the MWDG framework to solve general homogeneous conservation laws is direct for
structured quadrilateral grids [43]. For the case of the shallow water with source terms, the work is ongoing to enable
modelling of terrain data and wet/dry fronts in an entirely consistent way with the discontinuous and convoluted nature
of the 2D multiwavelet and scaling bases.
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